Apical lumen formation in renal epithelia.
The ability to form epithelial lumina is a central architectural characteristic of virtually all organs and indispensable for their function. Ontogenetically, the kidney is one of the best-characterized organs, but concepts of the regulated formation of its hollow epithelial structures are still emerging. Epithelial cell lines provide the opportunity to study molecular mechanisms in simplified assays modeling cyst and tube formation. In these systems, several groups have identified molecules implicated in lumen formation, and their downregulation results in either multiple-lumen or no-lumen phenotypes. On the basis of these phenotypes, we propose a working model, assigning proteins to groups with similar functions. Defects within these specific protein groups lead to distinct epithelial phenotypes. Studies of mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition underline the importance of these protein groups, but converting these basic models of lumen formation to an understanding of the mesenchymal to tubule formation during kidney development is still challenging.